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Brand: Reebok x MARVEL 
Name: Wolverine Pump Fury HLS 
Price: 14,700 yen 
time to market go: September 1 
booking link: atmos 
Players Puma Trinomic R698 sports a new series release 2014-11-19 09:54:07 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty]
Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network November 19 hearing, the well-known sports brand Puma (Puma) recent push new moves frequently,
following the earlier release of Puma R698 2015 series of new trailer, get a response, and attracted the attention of all walks of life
watched. Has decided Zaidufali to its popular retro shoes Trinomic R698 ran onto wave, adjourned road Renaissance, released a
new series of "SNOW SPLATTER" color. The advent of winter, but the most beautiful snow scene, overwhelmed by the snow beside
the road from snow splashing harvest inspiration extract the unique markings were applied to the mudguard and heel position, very
texture of the leather shoes on with, showing a distinctive color contrast, the last carry Trinomic buffering soles ensure the stability of
addressing environmental winter travel. (Media Partner: Orem Fort Men's Jin Chang in elevator shoes) 
Related news
< br / > a lot of shoes fans has been waiting for North Carolina blue colorway of the air jordan 1 Retro High og finally ushered in the
sale of news, represented in this pair of air jordan 1 is Michael Jordan, his alma mater, spirit, shoes to become familiar with the
University of North Carolina Blues as the main color, combined with simple white to form, leather to create the shoe body full texture,
nike air tongue logo, overall with a Ganso shoes, unique flavor, so wild color believe will become a lot of shoes fan friend capsule. It is
reported that the shoe is scheduled for sale in October 31st, priced at $160, you want to start with a friend, please pay close attention
to. (Editor: YOYO)
Similar in Las Vegas has such a shop launched such activities, you can in the specified period of time to shop to try each charge $5,
form and the traditional clamp "doll", but the gameplay is slightly different, has a chance to win the shoes. The prize is also very rich,
including the recent popularity of the two Boost 350 Yeezy and Jordan Air 1 rebounds and so on, but unfortunately, in foreign
countries, I hope to have the introduction of domestic stores in the future!
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the national security veteran Zhou Ting came to Wangfujing Nike stores, and small
players to experience together Nike introduced new products that will be equipped by the shoes and interactive mobile application
chip program combined with the new shoes. Zhou Ting feel, this high-tech chip shoes, help train the measure various physical data. 
The new shoes are using the Nike + Pressure Force chips. This chip is installed in each shoe, you can record the user's motion data,
and then send through wireless data transmission to the user's mobile device, demonstrating in previous training or competition
completely unable to learn the data. Through the online community, the trainer while the daily fitness data and their friends to compare
and challenges, but to attack the leaderboard. Zhou Ting day with small players join the new chip training shoes that load testing
experience, outstanding performance, fully embodies the veteran super good physical fitness. It is understood that this test will
experience Nike shop in Wangfujing until July 30. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear
News)
Sports players NIKE AIR MAX CAMO new series of camouflage shoes
2013-08-14 12:17:42 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: sneakernews] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network August 14 hearing, Nike air max is a Nike Air technology, according to the size of the capacity cushion to
points, Nike air max is the largest of the kind of air capacity, since its debut in 1987, after 25 years of development, now has
branches variety of styles, if used in the shoes of Nike air max 360, used in the basketball shoes, Nike air max 90 ap, but also has
applications in the retro trend shoes of Nike air max90, Nike air max 95 and so on. 
This classic shoes recently released a new series called AIR MAX CAMO, the choice of the MAX family of multiple classic models,
design inspiration comes to Italy, France, Germany, Britain and Japan military material, The camouflage colors among countries
integrate in running shoes, also printed on the insole States flag pattern, deep breath blowing military. If you are tired of wearing NB,
Nike air max is a good choice, a friend might like to look at. 
Related news
Sports player Tokyo Atmos 20 anniversary commemoration Reebok Pump shoes jointly released
2009-11-20 09:57:17 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: different potential flow] Print Close 
[Chinese shoes Network] in this Reebok Pump 20 anniversary planning in Japan, the only representative of Atmos designed shoes
also has a complete on sale on the eve of a public presentation. This Tokyo's premier shoe store has published numerous classic
joint shoes, this time to participate in Reebok Pump 20 anniversary planning naturally also has a certain level. 
This is double exciting joint shoes full black as shoes spindle, combined with purple as in a number of details at the match, where
purple gradient midsole more It is a must. In addition to the selection of eye-catching lace embellishment fluorescent green, and in the
tongue, heel and the bottom of the Pump systems with fluorescent green ink design, showing extraordinary design skill Atmos again.
The 20th anniversary commemoration of the Atmos x Reebok Pump in November 20th at Atmos store limited sale 31 pairs. 
Related news
puma led us out of the winter, the first to experience the feeling of spring. In the new year will launch the Blaze Disc spring and
summer series, Blaze Disc classic shoe models, using a total of exotic flowers and palm trees on the whole printed. The shoes, there
are two colors for you to choose. Black color matching with pink flowers as the theme, the bottom of the white as a foil. Interested
friends should pay close attention to the follow-up report PKPOP. 
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